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Let Q be a rectangular region with sides of (rational) length ur and us , 
where the side of length or is on the x-axis. We denote the sides of Sz by 
si ) i = I,..., 4, with s, on the line x = a, and the ordering proceeding in a 
counter-clockwise manner. 
Place a square net on the plane and let Q, be those mesh points in 52 and let 
%2,, be those mesh points on the 8-Q. We denote by Qhw , Qh(Y) , etc. those 
subsets of Qh = 0, + a&$, on which x-difference quotients, y-difference 
quotients, etc. are defined. If V(P) is a mesh function, then V,(P) is the for- 
ward difference quotient in the x-direction, V,(P) is the backward difference 
quotient in the x-direction, etc. If V(P) is a continuously differentiable 
function, then v,,(P) = av(P)/ax, v,,~ = asv(P)/ax ay, etc. 
In every section we shall denote some constants, which we explicitly 
compute, by A, with i assuming positive integer values. For any function 
V(P) we define [V(P)] to be the max 1 V(P)1 with P going over the domain of 
definition of V(P). Each section of this paper is divided into parts which are 
labeled with Roman numerals. 
In Sections 1 and 2, we establish conditions of uniqueness and constructive 
existence for the problem 
4P) Uzcf(P) + c(P) q#Y = f{P, w?, U,(P), U,(P)>, p E Qh 
U(P) = z(~), P E aq , 
(*) 
where we assume that positive constants h and L exist such that for every 
PESZh, 
0 -c h d W), 4% < L (**I 
* Research supported by Contract GP-7192 with the National Science Foundation. 
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and that a positive constant, L( f ), exists such that for each P E Q and for any 
everywhere finite mesh function V(P) we have that 
If(P, w?, ~&4P)> ~,W>/ G JYf 1. 
This problem is considered when we have: 
(i) a(P), c(P) Holder continuous over Q and satisfy (**); 
(ii) a(P), c(P) are single-valued functions which only satisfy (**). 
Under the condition (i) we need only to assume that z(P) has uniformly 
founded second-order difference quotients and we apply results in [l]. For 
condition (ii), treated in Section 2, we obtain bounds on first-order difference 
quotients assuming that z(P) is analytic on each side si , i = l,..., 4, of the asZ 
and we apply these results to (*). Numerous examples are given in Section 1 
which do not satisfy the conditions of our theorems, in particular the non- 
existence of L( f ), and these examples are solved under various other restric- 
tions. Our bounds on first-order difference quotients under condition (ii), in 
Section 2, have immediate applications to existence theorems to quasilinear 
elliptic difference Dirichlet problems. The existence and uniqueness criteria 
of these sections are new and treat problems which are not discussed in [2]. 
The question of convergence of the discrete solution to the continuous 
solution is treated exactly as in [2]. 
In Section 3 we obtain explicit bounds on some absolute constants involved 
in discrete sum inequalities which are used in this paper. 
1. MILDLY NONLINEARPROBLEMS WITH HOLDER CONTINUOUS COEFFICIENTS 
In this section we shall show how a priori bounds may be used in obtaining 
existence-constructive existence-and uniqueness theorems for a mildly 
nonlinear Dirichlet problem. 
(I) Constant coe@i?nts 
In this part we seek a mesh function U(P) such that 
4&U(P) =f(P, U(P), U,(P), U*(P)>, PEQRh 
u(P) = 0, PEaQh. (1) 
Let s(P) be any everywhere finite mesh function defined on ah. Let 
GYr = {t(P) : t(P) = 0, P E aSa,>. Let us assume that for t~ery t(P) E GZl 
there exists a positive constant L( f ), which is independent of t(P), such that 
IfP> Wh 5dPh &/W>I G J2f 1. (2) 
w9/27/2-8 
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Let #( * ); P) be the solution to the problem 
W1‘( * 1; P) = f(P, f(P), L!(P), 5,(P)), p E a 9 
qi(f( - ); P) = 0, P E asz, . 
(3) 
Then there exists a positive constant A, such that for each t(P) E oil, we have 
the estimate 
hM * 1; PI1 G 4Jw; (4) 
in fact it has been shown that 
A, < W8, (5) 
where d = min{u, , us} and, a, and as the lengths of the sides of 9. Let 
f12 = {t(P) :5(P) E Oc, , IW’II < 4W)l. Then YW - 1; * 1 is a mapping 
from ol, into as, i.e., 
#(4y * ); * ) : a, - f& - 
Let us define the positive number A, by the relation 
where 77 E (0, l), ~(7) is determined in McAllister [l], and the double integral 
in (6) is over the disc which circumscribes the region Sz. Application of 
Remark 2 of Section 2 part (b) of McAllister [l] produces the bound 
bk&Y * 1; P)ls FM& * 1; P>ll G 4&L(f) (7) 
for any t(P) E lZl and where the difference quotients of I,!I are taken with 
respect to the components of P. Let us define the set 
02; = W’) : t(P) E % 9 MPll, &Plll G -&W)l. 
Then we have that #(Q * ); * ) is a mapping from G& into ati , i.e., 
The functions which are solutions to (1) are precisely the tied points of 
the mapping #(& * >; P) i.e. those mesh functions &(P) such that 
(c1(5( l 1; PI = &(P> 
for P E a,, . Since # maps aI into G?i we may restrict our search for fixed-points 
to the set &. 
We shall now prove the following theorem. 
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haef,, = afla&f,, = af/aL, andf,, = afIX,. 
PROOF. We have that #(&( * ); P) - #([a( . ); P) solves the problem 
A,($&,( . ); P) - * (&( . ); p>> = f P> &v% w-?~ tw>> 
- f (p, &tp), L$,(~>P tdP)>, p E *h (lo) 
Wl( .I; p> - !+w * ); p> = 09 PEaQh. 
Therefore, 
Now apply to (10) the remark we used to define GZi to get 
W+(E1( * >; PI - A&( -1; m WY(Sd * >; P) - #,(52( . >; fY1 
< 4[f,El * [h - &II + [f,,l * &a! - &?@I + [fwl . [41, - 52& (12) 
Combining (11) and (12) concludes the proof. 
As an immediate consequence of the Banach Fixed point Theorem we have 
the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1.1. If A, < 1, then there exists a unique solution to the 
problem given in (1). 
REMARK 1.1. The constraints imposed by Bers on f," , f,, and f,, are 
satisfied when f (P, 5, & , 5,) = 9 + sin(tz + E,) with 
ft = 352, [V,,l, VW11 < 1, 
but our conditions are not satisfied. However, if 
f(P, E, 5, , 5,) = sin(P + 5," + I,"), 
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then our conditions are satisfied but those of Bers are not satisfied; here 
f,E = 25‘ os(P + 52 + &/2>, f, = 25, cw2 + 5,” + 5,“) 
and f,, = 26, cW2 + tz2 + I,“) are not bounded unless we have a priori 
bounds, i.e., unless we may assume that the problem has a classical solution 
with at least three continuous derivatives over 9. Then we could use the 
result on the discretization error to obtain bounds on f,, and f,, but such a 
result would not allow us to obtain Theorem I. 1 and does beg the question. 
(II) Some Examples not Covered by Our Theorem 
In this part we will consider specific problems which do not satisfy the 
conditions of Theorem 4.1. These problems will be treated by modifying 
the method of proof of that theorem. 
(A) Let U(P) b e a solution to the problem 
&U(P) = PU(P), PE%, 
U(P) = 0, haq, 
(13) 
where p is some constant. If p 3 0, then U(P) = 0 for all P ~0, , If p < 0, 
then we shall obtain bounds on difference quotients of U(P) in terms of 
rwv 
Taking difference quotients of the sum formula for U(P) gives 
I u,(P) I = I P I .I h2 ,; G#'; QMQ)I 
h 
< 4 I P I . VW’)1 .~drl) dl-W - d 3 (14) 
where ~~(7) is given in [l], 7 E (0, l), and d is the radius of the circumscribed 
circle of Q. The same inequality holds for U,(P). 
In a similar fashion 
I u&Y = I P I . ) h2 Q; G&'; Q> u(Q)1 
h 
< I p I 9 h2 C I G,.e(P; QW(Q> - W’))I 
QeS2, 
+ I V>l . I P II h2 Qzh G&‘; Q)I 
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where ys(q) and y5 are given in [l]. Therefore, 
w,,m, ~~y9m~ 
d I CL I2 [WYPY~(~ &W-W - 7))" + rB/l CL I>. (16) 
Now note that a result of Nitsche and Nitsche [3, p. 2961 gives 
II u,, II2 + 211 u,, II2 + II uyy II2 % 21 P I2 * %- m4~>12 
B 42-r d24 CL I2 {II u,, II2 + II qy 112>, (17) 
where we have also used the discrete Sobolev Inequality [3, p. 3011 and A, is 
the positive constant, depending on G?, which is associated with that 
inequality (see section 3 for an explicit bound on A, ; if Q is the unit square 
then A, = dl + r/4). Therefore, if U(P) is not to be identically zero, then 
we must have 
1 p j 3 1/(47r d2Aq)1’2; 
hence the bound in (16) has no singularities. 
The results in (16) and (14) are related to discrete analogues of some of the 
results in Smolickii [5; p. 2051. 
We also note, with reference to problem (13) that the condition 
h2 ‘&,, U2(P) bounded implies that U(P) is bounded. 
(B) Now we shall investigate solutions to the problem 
Ll,U(P) = p(U,z + Uv2)1/“, PEQh, 
U(P) = 0, PEaSZh, 
(18) 
where m > 2 and TV is a constant; only in the case m = 2 are the uniqueness 
conditions of L. Bers satisfied. The Schwarz Inequality gives 
I U,(P)1 = I Y I . / h2 ,; GV’; QW,’ + UvVm. 1 
E h 
< I CL I * r1(7) h2 c P;“,-vL2 + uY2)1’m 
QGQ, 
(19) 
< I p 1 . yl(rl)(h2 2 p;F+a.)liP (hZ c p;~(Un2 + wYm)1’2 
QOQ, QEQ* 
< 4 1 /at 1 n(q) da-n (ha Q; p;z(U3c2 + U,2)2im)1’2,/~2(n - 17), 
la 
where d is the diameter of the circumscribed circle to 9, 71 E (0, l), and 
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a! > 7. The same bound holds when we consider U,(P). We shall now bound 
the sum in (19). 
Applying (17) gives 
II u,, I? + 4 u,, II2 + II q.v II2 G 2cLa MULE2 + Uy2P l12. 
Therefore the discrete Gauss Theorem gives 
cw 
h2x U; $ 3h2z 1 U;lJJJ I < 3[U](h2C U$” (h2C U&)1’2 
4 4 
with a similar result holding for U, . Therefore, 
ha ; We* + u,P> G 18A,{ll Us, II2 + II U,, 113”. m’ 
Now returning to (19) we have 
h2 ; pp;( U,z + UyZ)21”’ < (h2 ; p;$” (ha ‘$ ( Us2 + U$)*/‘$” 
< (d-/(1 - 4c~))l/~ ]h2 ; (U,* + U,*) + d%f” (21) 
d (dl-*“/(l - 4W2 {d18A,(ll U,, II2 + II Uyj II”) + dz/;;>, 
where we are assuming l/4 > (Y > 7 > 0 and where we are using the result 
that aaIm < a4 if a > 1 and a8lm < 1 if a E [0, I]. Hence, 
I um < 4 I CL I nkd d a-n+(1-4”“4{( 18A4)l’* (II U,, II + II U,, II) 
+ dW/4}/~2(a - 7)) dcz. (22) 
Combining the inequality used in (21) to (20) gives 
II ua!z II2 + II u,, IP < 2 I P I41 us II2 + II uv II”> + 2d% I P I 
G 2 I p I 1/;; 4w1 u,, II + II u,, III + 2h I P I (23) 
< 4 I II I y’; dA,{II U,, II2 + II U,, II”> + 2dG I P I . 
Now assume 4 I p I 1/;; dA, < 1. Then 
II Us, II2 + II 43 II2 < WV I CL l/U - 4 I P I G d&I. (24 
Therefore, 
WI < U,d~ I P 110 - 4 I CL I fi W (25) 
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and 
[[Uzl, [uwll < 4 I P I n(v) da-1+(1-40”4{(18~4)1’4 
- (1 + ti2n I P I)/(1 - 4d I P I 4; A4) 
+ d1&r1/4}/~2(cx - 7) dl - 4~. 
In the case that m = 2 the term dd; does not appear in (21) and in the 
case that 4 I p 1 2/G dA, < 1 we have U,, = 0, U,, = 0 and U,, = 0. 
Therefore U, = U, = 0 and hence U 3 0. In the case m > 2 we do not 
obtain a bound on f, or f Q and hence we can’t apply uniqueness. We observe 
however, that if we use the estimate 
ha C ( Ua2 + U$)21m 
% 
Q (h2 C ( Uz2 + U$))2’m (he 1 )l-‘jrn 
*a % 
(26) 
Q t~d2)1-2’m 0 ; Wl{ll Uxz II + 2 II Uz, II + II u,, llH2’” 
< (~d2)1-2’m (24; dA,{II u,, II2 + 2 II Uz,, II2 + II Uy, l12H2’“, 
applying (26) to (20) gives 
/I u,, II2 + 2 II u,, II2 + II u,, II2 < 2 I P I2 ll(Uz2 + ul/2)1’m II2 
< 2 1 P I2 {tnd?“2’m (2G dA,{II uzcz 112 + 2 II uz, 11’ + l/ u,, i12))2’“) 
(27) 
Then from (27) we obtain the bound 
11 u.vS /I2 + 2 11 uw 11’ + 11 uyJ iI2 
< (2 1 /.L la (rd2)1-2/m (22/;; dA4)21m)‘Wm-2) (28) 
and hence 
[U] < (2A42(2 I /L I” (TwP)~-~~~ (21.4 dA4)21m)ml(m-2))1/2. @9 
We now substitute (29) into (23) to get a bound independent of the size of 
4 I TV 1 2/-, dA, . More precisely we obtain the bound 
h2 C p;z(Us2 + Uy2)2/m 
Q6S?, 
< 2 ( h2 c pp~*l-l) )(m-l)‘m (ha C (U=d + u/))li”l; (30) QWJ, QER 
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now apply (20)’ and (29) to (30) and plug the result into (19) to get a bound on 
( U#‘)( and / U,(P)] which is independent of the size of 4 1 p 1 2/;; &I,. 
If we assume that 2 I p 12(dG d) (2m-4)lm (21/;; dA4)21m < 1 and if we 
assume that ]I U,, I( 3 1 and 11 U,,- 11 > 1, then the estimate in (27) implies 
that U,, = U,,9 = U,, = 0 and hence U(P) = 0 for P E a, . 
We note that for the problem posed in (18) the quantities j f,, ( and 1 f,, ( 
may be undefined, or at least arbitrarily large unless we are assured that 
7Jz2 + Uy2 3 some positive constant which is independent of h. Hence, 
although we may bound U(P) and its’ first-order difference quotients we may 
not use Theorem 1.1 for this problem. If we were to consider the problem with 
f = p( 1 + lJa2 + Uyz)1/m, then the situation is altered considerably. 
(C) Let us consider the problem given by 
4&U(P) = U(P) U,(P), PEQh, 
U(P) = 0, PEaGh. (31) 
The uniqueness conditions of Bers are not a priori satisfied and the methods 
presented above fail. Let G& = {t(P) : [t(P)] < V} with v 2 0. Let $([( * ); P) 
be the solution to the problem 
4t,+w * >; p> = 5(P) S&(.>; PI, PEQh, 
#(H . 1; P) = 0, PEaQh, 
(32) 
for Q(P) E G& . Then we have the result that for each f(P), 
#(E( * ); P) = 0, PEQfi. 
Hence Z,!J maps @, onto Q& for each v > 0; i.e., each fixed-point of 4, which is 
equivalent to each bounded solution of (31), must be zero. Therefore we have 
existence and uniqueness in this case whenever vh < 1; vh > 1 would 
correspond to a singular solution. 
Now consider (31) under the boundary condition that U(P) = z(P) for 
P E E&i,, where z(P) is continuous on the as2, and z(P) has second-order 
difference quotients uniformly bounded on each side of X$ . Let 
a; = {f(P) : .gP) = z(P) for hash, [cl G 4. 
Let I#( * ); P) be the solution to (32) for f(P) E GZi but now 9 = z(P) on the 
aG$, . Let H(P) be the discrete harmonic function associated with the boundary 
data z(P). Then if vh < 1, Bers [2; p. 2301, 
M G PI- 
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Now seek those values of v such that 
kl Q v 
with hv < 1. If V’ satisfies this inequality, then we have that $ maps Gl$ into 
itself and since # is continuous in 6 it has at least one fixed-point in CZ$ . Let 
W), 5,(P) E 6 . Then 
4QMl( * ); P) - Ifr(f2’z( * >; P)) - ‘wwM * ); Pf - 5452t ’ ); % 
= Gw) - f,(P)) h&t . 1; P)Y PEQ;2h, 
Wl;( * 1; p> - ?a,( * 1; p> = 0, PEaQnh. 
Now assume that ~‘~~(71) #-?/(I - 7) < 1 for 7 E (0, 1). Then 
w&Y * 1; PII B Yk?) dl-~wJ(l - rl - v’n(d dl-9. (33) 
Therefore 
bw * ); P) - sLt52t * >; P)l d 43w7 - W)l, 
where A, is A, times the right-hand side of the inequality in (33) and A, is 
given by the relation 
A, < d2/4(2 - vd) if vd < 2 and 
A, 6 20 exp{(vd tanh-l @/@}/v2( 1 - 0) tanh-l 0, if vd > 2, 
with 0 = (38 - e2)/” and 0 E (0,l) such that vh < 20. If A, < 1, then we 
have a constructive solution to the problem over 0Zif . The case where we do 
not assume that quantity less than one is treated in the next example. Our 
treatment here is independent of an 8, theory. 
Many variations of the above procedures will produce regions G?; over 
which there is a unique fixed-point to problems of the type given by (31). 
(III) Systems with constant coeficients 
Let U(P) = (U,(P),..., U,(P)) be a solution to the system 
dhUi(P) = fi(P, U(P), U,(P), Uv(P>>, PEQ,, 
U,(P) = %(P), PEaQh, 
(34) 
where i = 1 ,..., n. We may now restate our Theorem 1.1 for the system in (34) 
as follows: If we define L(f) = [L(f,),...,L(&)] and if this is uniformly 
bounded for all t(P) E (tl(P),..., c,,(P)), then the function 
1cItst *1; P) = &(K - 1; m-t ~?l;1(K - h P)) 
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satisfies the estimate 
where 
As an example of a system not covered by the above theorem we consider 
the problem, in part related to the Navier-Stokes equations, 
A,,U = VU, + VU, 
A,V = UV, + VV, PEQh, (36) 
U(P) = @)I V(P) = %(P>, PEaJa,. 
Let K = W) : KP) = (cW')~ &(P)), &;(P) = zl(P) ad &z(P) = 4P) 
for P E a% , [tl < 4. Let t&t; P) = (h(t; PI, &a(l‘; PI) where 
fb& = &Al: + &*lY 
4!, = &Y&z + &t%v (37) 
$1 = 21, 4 = 2, ; 
note that the system in (37) is uncoupled while that in (36) is coupled. There- 
fore, if vh < 1, 
(38) 
where Hi , (z’ = 1,2), is the discrete harmonic function taking on the values 
zi,(i= 1,2),ontheaLIh. Again, as in (33), we seek those values of v such 
that 
m=W41, [Hal> <v. (39) 
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Then, for those values of Y, 4 maps (71 into itself. Now we seek fixed points 
of 4, i.e., we seek those 5, such that 
bw, ; PI? #2(&l ; 0 = $63 ; 0 = &P) = &P)~ 502P)). 
These fixed points are the only elements of 02” which solve (36) in the set CZ” .
That such f,(P) exist is again assured by continuity. Let fr , (a E 4 . Then 
4bc+wl ; PI - A(52 ; P)) 
= (fll - 521) h&5 ; P) + (h2 - 522) IbdSl ; P) 
+ ~21&(51 ; P) - $452 ; PN. + ~*2~M!i ; P) - VW2 ; PI), 
4W2& ; PI - #2(52 ; PN 
= (Sll - ,521) #2&s ; p> + (512 - &2) #2,(61 ; 8 
+ 521W2(h ; P) - 4202 ; fY>a + 522M51 ; p> - VW2 ; P)),9 
(40) 
where tr = (&r , tra), (a = (t2r , ,$a,) and the boundary data is zero. Now 
looking at (37) we conclude that 
h4~1 +h!l G Ydd ~‘-w4~1 + FkN(1 - rl - v&d dl-% (41) 
with the same bound holding for [t&J + [z,&,] but with [Ha%] + [H,,] 
substituted on the right-hand side, whenever we assume that 
Tl(d dl-W - 7) < 1 (42) 
for r) E (0, 1). Plug (41) into the estimate involving Eq. (40) to obtain that 
[I,@~ ; P) - +([a ; P)] < A#,(P) - &(P)] where A; is obtained in a 
similar manner as A, . Hence, if A; is less than one we have uniqueness of 
fixed point solutions to (36) over GZ,, . We note that (39), (41) and the size of 
Ai may be viewed as constraints on d and the boundary data zr(P), za(P). 
In case (42) is not satisfied we may write 
IIWl - fux II2 + 2 IlUl - &)cc, II2 + IIUl - f&k, II2 
G 4v2Ql h! II2 + II A, II”) 
G (2~~ 4; d12 c--l + 4 hcz II2 + 2 II Am II2 + II kg lR> 
where E E: (0, 1). Hence, for E’ E (0, l), 
II v&z /I2 + 2 II hy II2 + II #ye /I2 < (1 - c’ - 4-l @3 4; d12 6-l 
+ F-l - 1Nl JLr II2 + 2 II a!y II2 + II ff,, II”)). 
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Now choose l ’ and E so that 1 - E’ - E > 0. Having obtained this bound we 
now proceed as in the case of bounding first-order difference quotients for 
solutions to (18). 
We could have defined the set G& as G& = 6Yv1 x G&, where 
Gl?“, = {S(P) : I(P) = z,(P), PE Z&, and [a < vi}. 
Then (38) would become 
This setting would be better if there is a large difference between [.eJ, [zs], 
[z;], and [zi]. The analysis would be quite similar. 
If we were to replace U, and U, , and V, and V, by fl;z and [r, , and [a@ and 
&, , then the resulting #(I( * ); P) would not of necessity be a function unless 
all the quantities &, , [r;, , (a, and f,, were nonnegative. This explains our 
choice of only replacing U and V with 6, and 52 . 
(IV) Hiilder Continuous Coejkients 
We shall now consider the mildly nonlinear problem with variable coeffi- 
cients. We seek a solution U(P) to the problem 
a(P) U.%dP) + c(P) U,,(P) = f(P> w>9 u&m U,(P))9 PEQ, 
(44 
U(P) = 0, hasp,, 
where we assume L(f) is uniformly bounded, that the coefficients a(P) and 
c(P) are c+Hoelder continuous over 0 and that A < (u(P), c(P)} < L for 
PEG and for positive numbers A and L. Let us define the family of mesh 
functions & = (t(P) : t(P) = 0, P E 22,). Let #([( * ); P) be the solution 
to the problem, for f(P) E Ml , 
a(P) $&( * ); P) + c(P) t&&(-h P) = f(P, WY, Wh W)), PEQh, 
(45) 
#(5( * 1; P) = 0, peaQh. 
Then WI < 4Wf )/A for each 6 E fir . Now define the set of mesh functions 
6Y.a = {f(P) : f(P) E OZr , [a < A,LL(f)/h}. Then # maps 0Zr into @.a. 
Let PO E Q& and let us rewrite (45) in the form 
a(Po) *a!* + @cl) !& 
= f(P> 5‘s 5, s Id + (4Pof - m> h, + @PO) - c(P)> ttys * w 
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Then we have, for Q running over L+ , and $,f = #3X(& * ); Q), etc., 
I $.(E( . >; P,,)l = j h2 C GcrP, ;Q>U(Q, E(Q), 5dQh UQN 
Q 
+ Wo) - 4QN ha + W'o) - c(Q)) &dl 
< 4nb@f) h2 1 P;p + L&Y 4 h2 
(47) 
Q 
Using the Schwarz Inequality gives 
and (48) 
If I 01 - 1 - 77 / < 1, then the first integrals on the right-hand side of (48) 
are uniformly bounded. Hence we choose 7 so that 01 > 7 > 0. From an 
earlier inequality we have that 
II #xs II + II h,- II d 242L2 IlfllP. (49) 
Inserting (49) into (48) gives 
h4M - 1; PO1 G 4&){4L(f) dV(l - 7) 
+ 2~2JL(a, c)L2 llfll da-“/+ - rl)); (50) 
the same bound is valid when we consider [#,([( * ); P)]. 
Now define the set 6I$ = {f(P) : t(P) E 0L2, [[&.], [[J] < right-hand 
side of (50)). Then $ maps 6Y1 into GYi . As fixed points of I/I are solutions to 
(44) we may consider $ as a mapping from GYl into itself. As # is continuous in 
e the existence of fixed points follows. 
We now prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2. If f,E , f,, and f,, are uniformly bounded for P E 52, and for 
[ E LZ’i and ;f $([( * ); P) is th e solution to (45), then for el(P), &z(P) E @i 
we have 
<?a( * 1; P) - W2( * 1; 9) G 4MP) - 52(P)), (51) 
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where (t(P)> is defined in (8) and 
4 G LfA M,lJwJl * L%A 4ybW-“/(l - 4 
+ 4%&L2L,(a, c) dor-n+l/A(a - q)]. (52) 
PROOF. The difference +(&( * ); P) - $(&,( . ); P) solves the problem 
for PO E Sz, and with zero data 
4Pd9Wl ; P> - dG2 ; P>L,_ + 4PdWl ; P) - W2 ; PNyJ 
= f (P, 61 > L > 51,) - f (P, & 3 szx > ‘u 
+ (4Po) - W)W ; PI - M2 ; fXg 
+ Wd - wkf% ; P) - SW2 ;P)),J - (53) 
Hence, 
where 
Applying (49) to (53) gives 
IIo& ; P) - $462 ; f% II + IlWl ; 4 - t&2 ; P>lYJ II 
< 2v3L2 Ilf (P, & , L&12, &;,) -f(P, 62, 62,) 62JllP < 2eG fiL2P. 
(54) 
Substitution of (54) into (47) when applied to (53) gives 
M51 ; p> - 3(62 ; %I 
< F&){4d1+/(l - 7) + 4&LeL,(a, c) doL-“+l/A(cu - 7)). 
The same inequality is valid for y difference quotients. Our proof is now 
complete. 
(V) Problems with Nomero Dirichlet Data 
The results in Theorem 1.2 remain valid, with a bound similar to that in 
(52), if we require U(P) = z(P) for P E Z&, where z(P) is continuous on the 
6G and second-order difference quotients of x(P) are uniformly bounded on 
each side of the 8sZ,. In this case we define Q!r = {t(P) : f(P) = z(P) for 
PE aQ,), 
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where A, is the right-hand side of (50) but ljfll is replaced by 
with [a”] the maximum of a second-order difference quotient of z(P) along 
all sided of the ZM& and H(P) is the solution to the problem 
Vo) ff,,m + c(Po) q&9 = 0, FE%, 
W) = 4P), PEaQh. 
Note that bounds of H,(P) and H,(P) may be given as z(P) has bounded 
second-order difference quotients. 
(VI) Bounding Second-Order DQjknce Quotients 
We now turn our attention to bounding second-order difference quotients 
for solutions to (44) where we are assuming the same hypotheses hold as in 
Theorem 1.2, that f is or-Hoelder continuous in x and y, and that U(P) is a 
solution to that problem. Then, for P,, E 52, , 
U&o> = he c Gd'o ; QHf (8, u(Q), uz(Q>, u,(Q)) 
-ko 9 U(PcJ9 Uz(PLA UY(PO>)> 
+ h2 1 G#'o ; Q)f U'o 3 V-',), U$'o>, U,(PoN 
(55) 
+ ha ; G&o ; QWPo) - 48)) u&Q) 
+ W'o) - c(Q)) %dQ& 
Now 
If (Q, U, Us , U,J -f (Po > U, U, , UJl 
d &J;~, + Wad + V,l + Uzzl + VJ,,l + [U,l) opt,> (56) 
where 
A G Mf 1, [fvl, Lfml, If,*11 (57) 
and L,( f ) is the Hoelder constant off with respect to P only. Substitution of 
(56) into (55) yields the estimate, for LY > 7 > 0, 
[U,,l + W,JI G 3r2(7d AidoL--?b - d + ~l-%AL(f >/U - TN 
+ 3r,(,)@ + &(a, c)/3] dl-7 
x W,,l + vJ,,l>/(l - 7) + ki~(f )* (58) 
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Now if we have that 3rs(q){A + &(a, c)/3} dlq < 1 - 7, then we have 
a bound on the sum of all second-order difference quotients of U(P) a fixed 
point of #(4( - ); P), and these bounds are expressed in terms of known 
quantities. If 33/s(77){2 + &(a, c)} dr-e > 1 - ‘I, then we perform an analysis 
as in [l]. 
2. MILDLY NONLINEAR PROBLEMS WITH BOUNDED COEFFICIENTS 
In this section we shall consider the following problem: Find the mesh 
function U(P) such that 
a(P) U,,(P) + c(P) U,,(P) = f(PP U(P), UdP), U,(P))9 PEQiL, 
U(P) = 0, PEaQh, (1) 
where we assume that the condition in (2) of Section 1 is satisfied, and that 
the functions f,e , f,e, and fit, are uniformly bounded for t(P) E aI , and the 
only constraint on a(P) and c(P) is that positive constants h and L exist so that 
for very P~s2 we have 
h < {u(P), c(P)} < L. (2) 
The results of this section will remain valid if we require U(P) = z(P) for 
P E asZ, with z(P) an analytic function on each side of the aQ. 
(I) Bounds on First-Order Di@mnce Quotients 
In this section we shall prove some results which are analogous to some of 
those in Walsh and Young [7] but for a problem with variable and uniformly 
bounded coefficients and with analytic Dirichlet data. 
Let H(P) be a solution to the problem 
a(P) fJ,,(P) + c(P) &@) = 0, PEQIk, 
H(P) = x2 + y2, hash, (3) 
where P = (x, y) and we are assuming that the condition in (2) holds. 
Let P, E as2, and let iV(P,,) be the set of points in Qh which have P,, as a 
neighbor; note that for 52 a rectangle we have at most two elements in iV(P,). 
We define, for any mesh function W(P) having its’ domain of definition 
containing C$ , a normal difference quotient of W(P) at P, , denoted by 
W,(P,,), by the relation 
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with P E N(P,). The total normal difference quotient, denoted by W,(P,), 
is defined as 
Wii(PiJ = c (WPlJ - wpw. 
PeN(P,) 
We shall now prove some lemmas without any assumption of regularity 
for the coefficients a(P) and c(P)-not even continuity. 
LEMMA 2.1. If H(P) is the solution to (3) and if the coe&ients satisfy (2), 
then 
p”,‘aa,x I H,(P)1 < [L(u, - h)/h 01 , 20, - h] + [L(o, - h)/h, uz , 2% - h]. 
h 
(4) 
PROOF. Let H(l)(P) and Ht2)(P) be the solutions to the equation in (3) 
but now H(l)(P) = xz for P E a&‘, and H(2)(P) = y2 for P f a!& . We shall 
now bound H:‘(P) for P E aJ?, . 
We note that 
a(P)(H”‘(P) - x2)5X + c(P)(H(l)(P) - xp)YY = -2a(P), p E Qh. , 
H”‘(P) - x2 = 0, PEaQh. 
Since the negative of our operator is monotone (Collatz [4, p. 421, then we 
conclude, using (2), that, for P E J& , 
H(l)(P) > x2. 
Using the Maximum Principle we conclude that HAlI > 0 for P E sr and 
H(l)(P) < 0 for P E s n 3 . Hence, for P E sI , 
0 < H;)(P) < (x2), = 20, - h. (5) 
Let K(l)(P) = x2 + Ly(u, - y)/h. Then 
a(P)(W) - IW),, + c(P)(H(l) - K(1))Y,- 
= -2a(P) + 2Lc(P)/X > 0, PEf4l, 
H(l)(P) - W’(P) = -Ly(uz - y)/A < 0, PEasiih. 
Therefore, K(l)(P) > H(l)(P) for P E D, . Let P E sa . Then H(l)(P) = K(l)(P) 
and 
--L(u, - h)/X = q’(P) < HZ)(P). 
But P E s2 gives HA’)(P) < (x~)~ = 0. Therefore, for P E s2, 
( H;l)(P)j < L(u2 - h)/X. (6) 
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In a similar manner, for P E 5, , 
-L(u2 - h)/h = KC)(P) < q’(P) < 0. (7) 
Let R(l)(P) = xs + ~(cr, - x). Then 
a(P)(zW - Kq&, + c(P)(W) - E1))YY = -242(P) + 2/u(P), P E Q& , 
W(P) - W(P) = -&7, - x), PEZ?h, 
and if we choose ~1 E [l, co), then IW(P) < a(l)(P) for P ED,, . Let p = 1. 
Then, for P E s, , 
--a = a;’ < H?)(P) Q 0. (8) 
Collecting the results in (5), (6), (7), and (8) gives the estimate 
I qYP)l < [L(u, - h)P, 01 ,201 - h]. 
A similar analysis applies to W2)(P) and we would define Z02)(P) and 
Kt2)(P) by replacing x by y and replacing u2 and q by ai and a2 . 
Our result in (4) now follows from the observation that 
H(P) = H(l)(P) + H’Q(P). 
LEMMA 2.2. If U(P) is the solution to theproblem 
a(P) ~a?@) + c(P) U,,(P) = f (P>, PEGL, 
U(P) = 0, PE&, 
if f (P) is uniformly bounded for P E In, , then, for P E %2,, , 
-L’A,,/4h < U,,(P) < L”A,,/4L, 
where 
A,, = [2u, - h, 2~5 - h, h] + [L(u2 - h)/h, a, ,2u, - h] 
+ [L(q - 4/k 02 ,202 - 4. 
(9) 
(10) 
PROOF. Let L’ and L” be positive numbers such that, for each P E In,, 
-L’ <f(P) <L”. 
Let R(P) = x2 + y2 where P = (x, y). Then, for H(P) the solution to (l), 
4P)(H - R), + c(P)(H - wyy = --2(q) + c(P)), PEQh > 
H(P) - z?(P) = 0, PE%lh* 
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Let Z(P) = L’(H(P) - R(P))/4L and Z’(P) = L”(H(P) - R(P))/4h. Then 
@Yu - Z),, + 4pw - Z),, 
= f(P) + 2L’(a(P) + c(P))I4& PEQh, 
and 
u(P)(U + -ql + c(P)(U + qyy 
= f(P) - 2LWP) + c(P))l4A, PEQh. 
Therefore, for each P EJ&, 
-z,(P) < U(P) < Z(P) 
and hence for each P E iX&, , 
But 
-G(P) < U,(P) < .up>. (11) 
and I Z,(P)I < L’{l K(P)1 + I RQ’)I}/4& and I R@)l B 20, - h on s2 and 
s4 , I k(P)I < 2% - h on s, and I R,(P)1 < h on ss . Combining these 
results with those of (4) gives the bound in (10). 
The methods of the above theorem may be applied to the more general 
class of problems which contain lower-order terms. Let V(P) be the solution 
to the problem 
4P) rem + m I,, + g(P) Vx(P) + e(P) V,(P) = f(P), PESZh 
V(P) = 0, haq. (12) 
Now let us define a new function Z(P) by the relation, Bernstein [7, p. 851, 
V(P) = -[V(P)] - a + a In Z(P), (13) 
where 01 is a parameter to be determined, In is the natural logarithm function 
and [V(P)] = max/ V(P)l, P E D& . If we assume that 
[I .@)I, I WI1 d L”, (14) 
then we may conclude that the quantity [V(P)] is uniformly bounded by an 
absolute constant. In case dL”’ < 2 we have 
[V(P)] < d2Llf(P)]/4A(2 - L’“d). 
The case dL” > 2 may be found in Bers [2, p. 2311. In any event we do know 
that V(P) is bounded even under the assumption thatf(P) E 6’2(Qh). 
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The &lean Value Theorem and the relation (13) gives 
VOJ - V(Po> = 4-w,,) - z(plw(po) - wwld - z(p,))2/z,2(po) 
where P,, E Q, and Z,(P,,) is a value between Z(P,,) and Z(P,,,). Therefore, 
VxdPo) = 4dplw(po) - ~.v2(plJ/z,2(po) - 4z2(p,)/z22(po), 
VdPo) = ~Y9(po>/wo> - 42(poYz22(po) - ~~2(po)lz,2(po), 
V#‘o) = ~Zx(P,,)IZ(P,,) - 2~hZx2(Po)/Z~2(Po>, 
(15) 
VY(PJ = ~Y(po>/wo) - 2oJ14J2Po)lz,2Po)9 
where Z,(P,,) is between Z(P,) and Z(P,,), Z,(P,) is between Z(P,) and 
Z(P,2) and -W’o> is between Z(P,,) and Z(P,). Therefore substitution of 
(15) into (12) gives the equation 
aff{Z,,/Z - Zx2/Z12 - Z,2/Z22> + cor{Z,,-/Z - Zy2/Z,2 - Z,2/Z,2} 
+ g4~zlZ - 2hZz2/Z,2) 
+ eLy(ZJZ - 2hZ,2/Zs2} = f, (16) 
where the arguments of a, c, g, e, f, Z,, , Z,,- , Z, , Zy , Z, , Zy , Z and Zi , 
i=l ,..., 4, are the arguments of PO and PO is an arbitrary element of S;r, . 
Writing (16) as an equation in Z(P) gives 
aZ,, + cZyy = fZ/a + Z{(a + 2gh) Z,2/Z,2 + (c + 2eh) Zy2/Zs2 
+ aZ,“/Z,” + cZy2/Zd2 - gZ,.Z - eZ,/Z}. (17) 
Now assume we choose 01 so that at least Z(P) > 0 over Qh and let us consider 
the expression (a + 2gh) Z,2/Z12 - gZ,JZ. We choose h so small that 
a + 2gh > 0. Assume thatg 3 0 and that Z,(P,,) 3 0. Then Z,(P,) 3 Z(P,) 
and hence for an E > 0, gZ,/Z = (1 + l ) gZ,/Z, . Therefore, 
(a + 2gh) Zz2/Z12 - (1 + 6) g&J.& > --d2(l + ej2/4(a + %A). (18) 
If d > 0 and Z,(P,,) < 0, then our expression is nonnegative. A similar 
result applies to the term (c + 2eh) Z,2/Z,2 - eZ,/Z with 
(c + 2eh) Zv2/Zs2 - (1 + E’) eZ,/Z > -e2(1 + E’)~/~(c + 2eh), (19) 
where 6’ > 0 and h is so small that c + 2eh > 0. Therefore the right-hand 
side of (17) has the lower bound 
r.h.s. (17) > minf(P) * [Z(P)]/CY 
- [Z(P)]{d2(1 + c)“/4(a + 2dh) + e2(1 + E’)~/~(c + eh)}; 
(20) 
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note that E and E’ are bounded by [Z(P)]. A similar treatment extends to the 
other cases concerning the sign of g, 2, , etc. 
Let K(P) = A,,(H(P) - R(P))/2h where A,, is the expression on the 
right-hand side of (20). Then 
.(P)(Z - K>& + c(P)@ - K)yy b 0, PEQbr 
Z(P) - K(P) = expWV)l + 4, PEiX&. 
Therefore, for P E iX& , 
-G(P) b &L(P) (21) 
and a bound on K,(P) is given by Lemma 2.2. For P’ E N(P) and P E aQh 
we have using the Mean Value Theorem 
V(P) - V(P’) = c@-(P) - Z(P’))/Z,(P) (22) 
where Z,(P) is a value between Z(P) and Z(P’). Combining (21) and (22) 
with Lemma 2.2 gives a lower bound on V,(P). 
To obtain an upper bound on V,(P) we define the function Z’(P) by the 
relation 
Therefore, 
V(P) = -[V(P)] - 01 - 01 ln(1 - Z(P)). (23) 
V*,(P,) = -cd( 1 - Z)-’ z;, + 2or( 1 - z;)-” z;a + 201( 1 - z;)-” z,a, 
V,,(P,) = -a(1 - .,>-I z;, + 2a(l - z;>-a z;” + 201(1 - z;)-” z$ 
V,(P,) = -a( 1 - Z’)-l Z; + 2cuh( 1 -- Z;)-” Zk2, and 
V,(P,) = --ol(l - Z)--1 z; + 2052(1 - z;)-” zj”, 
where Zi , i = 1 ,..., 4, have similar meaning as earlier, and we obtain the 
equation 
aZ,. + cZys = (1 - Z’)f/a - 2(1 - Z’) a((a + 2hg) Z:“/(l - Z;)” 
+ (c + 2he) Z;“1(1 - Z;)” 
+ aZi2/(l - ZL)” + cZi2/(1 - Zi)” 
- gZ;/(l - Z,) - eZG/(l - Z’)}. 
(24) 
We choose 01 so that 0 < 1 - Z < 1 and perform the same analysis as that 
used to obtain (20) only now we get a positive constant A,, as an upper bound 
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on the right-hand side of Eq. (24). Setting K’(P) = A@(P) - R(P))/4L 
we get 
Therefore, for P E a&, , 
w-y < Km. 
We now apply the Mean Value Theorem and Lemma 2.2 to complete the 
proof of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. If V(P) is the soh&m to (12) with the conditions (2) and (14) 
satisfied, then there exists a positive constant A, such that 1 V,(P)/ < A,, fw 
P E iX2,, ; this constant depend-s on A,, , A,, and 9. 
REMARK 2.1. The effect of the transformations in (13) and (23) is to set 
our problem in a framework where the lower-order terms are placed in a 
secondary role. The modifications necessary to include a term of the type 
h(P) V(P), with h(P) < 0, in the proof of Lemma 2.3 are obvious. 
Now we shall consider the problem of bounding first-order difference 
quotients of U(P). As a first step we shall seek criteria which would imply that 
first-order difference quotients of H(P) have their maximum and minimum 
value on the boundary of the domain of definition of the respective first-order 
difference quotient; we have already obtained bounds there. We now prove 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. If H(P) is the solution to the problem 
.V’) KdP) + c(P) H,,(P) = 0, PEG&, 
(25) 
H(P) = v(P), PEX$&, 
;f a(P) and c(P) satisfy (2), then the maximum and the minimum of H,(P), 
fW)9 H#% ad H,(P) is on the boundary of their respective domains of 
definition. 
PROOF. Let P E SC&, with Pl , Pz , P3 and Pa the neighbors of P. Using the 
result that 
a(f’d(UP,) - fW?) + @I)(%(PI) - %(P)) 
+ W’d - 4P)) H,,(P) + W’J - c(P)> f4&‘) = 0 
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and using the fact that H&P) = --a(P) H,,(P)/c(P) gives the relation 
Wl> + @I@ + 4wm H,(P) 
= Wl) 4~)/@)~ fwd 
Now, on account of the condition in (2), all the coefficients of ther terms on the 
right-hand side of (26) are positive. Since the sum of the coefficients on the 
right-hand side is equal to the coefficient on the left-hand side we have 
H,(P) expressed as a linear combination-with positive coefficients having 
a sum equal to one- of H,(P,), t = 1 ,..., 4. The above result requires 
Pi 7 i = lj.**, 4, to be in the set J&, . 
Let P E Sz, and Pi , i = I,..., 4, be elements of D,,, . Then we obtain 
and now using the fact that H,.(P) = -u(P) H,,&P)/c(P) we have the 
relation 
Again H,(P) is a linear combination of H&P,), i = l,..., 4, and our result now 
follows. 
A similar treatment extends to Hz and WY . 
REMARK 2.2. From Lemma 2.4 and the definition of H(l)(P) in Lemma 2.1 
we conclude that HLl’(P) 3 0 for all P E Q, . 
As an immediate consequence of the above lemmas we have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. If U(P) satisfies (9) with f(P) identically constant over Q, 
and ;f u(P) and c(P) satisfy condition (2) over i?, then U,(P), U,(P), U,,(P) and 
U,(P) are uniformly bounded for P E Q, . 
The reason we have restricted Theorem 2.1 to the case that f (P) is identically 
constant is that the case of continuously differentiable f(P) would require 
that we bound h2 CQERi G(P; Q) where G(P; Q) is the solution to the problem, 
for Q E +Grnh , 
4pd G&? Q) + @d G,&‘; Q> 
+ (G(P) - ~a@‘) @)/c(P)) W’; Q> = --sP; QW, PEQh, 
G(P; Q) = 0, Peafin,, 
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with all difference quotients taken with respect to the components of P. 
Such a bound appears difficult unless we assume smoothness of a(P) and 
c(P); however in that case the method presented here is less general than the 
development in McAllister [l]. 
Now let us consider a generalization of Lemma 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.5. IjH(P) * th ES e solution of the equation in (1) but 1u)w H(P) = xm 
for P E i3s2, or H(P) = ym for P E af& where m is a positive integer, then, for 
hash, 
m-2 
uy-l-ihj, L(u2 _ h) c ,?-2-j 
j=o 
x (u, - h>j/X, L(uy-1 - h”l)/A, ay-1 
I 
. 127) 
PROOF. We consider the case that H(P) = xm for P E L%2,, . Then we 
conclude that H(P) > xm and hence for P E s, , H,(P) > 0 and for P E s, , 
H,(P) < 0. Hence for P E s, , 
m-1 
0 < H,(P) < (x~)~ = C or--“-l-ihj. 
i=o 
For P E s, , we have that H,(P) < 0, H(P) < Ly(d/-l - y”-‘)/A + xm, and 
m-2 
-LA-+, - h) c c.T~-~+(cT~ - h)j 
j=o 
= (~~(a,“-1 - ym-1)/h + x”)~ < H,(P) < 0. 
For P E s, we have 0 2 H,(P) > -L(or-’ - h+l)/h. For PE s, , the 
function x” + X(CT?-’ - x+l) 3 H(P) and 
-(q-l - km-l) - h’=--l = (x” + x($+1 - x’+l))% < H,(P) < 0. 
Note that 
m-1 j-1 
(x + h)” + (x - h)” - 2x”’ = 2h2 jz x*-l-j c (x + h>i (x - h)j-=. 
i=o 
If H(P) is the solution to (25), then we may assume that the boundary data 
v(P), which is assumed continuous on the aQ, is zero on all vertices; this may 
be accomplished by subtracting a plane of the form B,x + B,xy + Bay + B4, 
which itself solves Eq. (I), from v(P). Suppose that v(P) is an analytic 
function on si , i = l,..., 4, which absolutely converges on a closed interval 
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containing each side s,; note that on each side v(P) is a function of only 
one variable. Let H(j)(P), j = I,..., 4, be the solution to Eq. (1) such that 
H(j)(P) = v(P) for PEST and Hj(P) = 0 for PE si for i fj. Then for 
the power series expansion of v(P) on sj we have by Lemma 2.5 that 1 Hi’(P)] 
is uniformly bounded for P E %A,. Now observing that H(P) = C;=, H(j)(P) 
we conclude with the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. If H(P) is the solution to (25) with analytic data, then, for 
each P E X& , j H,(P)1 is uniformly bounded by a constant which is uniform in h; 
hence we also have a un;form bound on all$rst-order difference quotients of H(P). 
Let S be the disc of radius r with center at the origin. Let S, be those 
mesh points in S such that each neighbor is in S and let X3,, be those mesh 
points with at least one neighbor in the exterior of S. Then the function 
R(P) = (r2 - x2 - y2)/2 solves the equation 
a(P) %P) + c(P) &s(P) = -(a(P) + c(P)) 
for P E S, and 1 A(P)] Q h maxp+ j x + y - h 1 for P E X5,. Hence the 
function W(P) which solves the problem 
a(P) w,,(P) + c(P) w,,(P) = -(a(P) + c(P)), PEG, 
W(P) = 0, has,, 
in such that [W(P) - R(P)] < h maxpeSh 1x + y - h /. Therefore, 
IKP)l<2~~~I~+y--h. (28) 
The estimate in (28) may now be used to prove the following extension of 
Theorem 2.1 to the case that our domain is a disc of radius Y. 
THIZORRM 2.3. If U(P) solves (9) over S, and if a(P) and c(P) satisfy (2), 
andf(P) * b dd as oun e on S, then all @St-order di’erence quotients of U(P) are 
bounded over &I& . If (2) is satisfied and f(P) is identically constant, then Jirst- 
order difference quotients of U(P) are bounded. 
(II) Application of a Priori Bounds to Mildly Nonlinear Problems 
Let a2 = {f(P) : t(P) E CZr and [e(P)] < Ld2L( f )/8X) with CX1 defined in 
Section 1. Let #(Q * ); P) be the solution to the problem, for .$(P) E ot, , 
47 A5M 3 ); P> + c(P) 9$&t .I; P) = f (P, E(P), k(P), ~JP))~ P E Qh, 
fJ(E( * 1; P) = 0, PEaQh. 
(29) 
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Then $ : 0Yr -+ 6&, . From the estimate in (10) of Section 2 we have that, 
for any f(P) E CZl , 
gg* 0 VW(*); P)ll G 4Ul/~- (30) 
Let @i = {t(P) : t(P) E a2 and max,,an {I &@)I < bLf1/4& Then 
# : otI ---f G??; and any solution to our problem in this section is an &(P) E ~2: 
such that #(&,( - ); P) = t,(P). 
Let fl(P), f2(P) E 6Ii . Then, for P E Q, , 
.P)(Yw * 1; PI - vx(5( * 1; PN,E + 4P)W( - 1; p> - R6(4( *h P&y 
= f(p, s;(P)9 !MP)~ v&m> -fR 52(P), +22r(p), &m (31) 
with zero Dirichlet data. Therefore, 
bfw * 1; P) - W2( - ); PII G 4&(P) - WY9 (32) 
where 
whenever II max(j af/i& (, ( af/a& I} < 1. 
We have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. If A; < 1, then a unique solution to the probkm in (1) 
exists and may be obtained iteratively with any initial choice and with convergence 
the order of a geometric series. 
3. ON SOME FUNDAMBNTAL INEQUALITIES 
We shall prove here some inequalities we have used in the development of 
this paper. 
Let U(P) be defined on J& with U(P) = 0 on the a& . Let PO E 8, . Then 
Wo) = h C U,,(P), Wo) = h C U,(P), (1) 
(JP,) d”Cly 
where /,(P,,) or /,,(P,,) is a line segment from PO to the a& such that it is 
parallel to the x-axis or the y-axis, and Ut,, and U(y) is a difference quotient 
which makes (1) true, i.e., U,(P) or U,(P) and U,(P) or U,,(P). Applying the 
S’chwarz Inequality to (1) gives 
and (2) 
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where the sums in (2) are over the line thru PO which is parallel to the x-axis 
or the y-axis, respectively. Now sum (2) as P, E 9, to get 
h2 1 U”(P) < $ful * u2h2 c {U,z + ul12>. (3) 
%I % 
Hence we have proved the Pointan! Inequdity which is given in (3). 
Let U(P) be the solution to the uniformly elliptic problem 
4P) u&x&? + WP) u?zy + c(P) U,(P) = f(P), PEQh, 
U(P) = 0, PEZ$. 
(4) 
Then we claim that 
II um II2 + 4 u,, /I2 + II u,, II2 < 2~211fl12/~4; (5) 
this inequality was proved in [3] but for a unit square. To prove (5) we need 
only show that 
h2C U:,, = h2C UxxUYg, (6) 
% % 
where 
U&G Y) = iU(x + h, Y + 4 - U(x, Y + h) - u@ + h, Y> + u(x, yW2. 
Now extend U(P) to the lines y = a2 + h and y = -h by defining it zero 
there. Then the discrete form of Gauss’s Theorem gives 
and 
h2 c u,JJ,, = -ha C u&J, + h c UdJ, 
R’h *‘TX au, 
(7) 
h2 C u,JJ,, = --h2 C u,,JJ, + h C UzJJ, , 
Q’h Q’h ar, 
where in this instance o;F;, = a,, u s; and s; is the intersection of our grid 
with y = -h. Our results follow once we observe that U, = 0 on sr and 
ss , U,, = 0 on s2 and s, and U,, = 0 on s2 and s; . Now note that si contri- 
butes nothing to the left-hand side of (7). Our proof of (5) now follows that 
of [3]. 
We shall now prove, for rectangular regions with square mesh, the discrete 
form of the Sobolev Inequality. Let W(P) be a mesh function having W(P) = 0 
for P E %I&, . Let JC~ and ~~ be the smallest positive integers such that 
KIUl = K2U2 ; 
such integers exist as we are assuming ur and u2 are rational numbers. Now 
reflect W(P) about the line x = err for K~ times and reflect W(P) about the 
line y = u2 for ~~ times. Now fill out W(P) so that it is defined over a square 
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with sides K,U, ; note that W(P) = 0 on the boundary of this square. Let Ql be 
the unit square and let Ql, be the intersection of our grid system with Ql . 
Let P E&&, and define W(P) = W(P') where P' = (x~/K~u~ ,yp/qq) where 
P = (xP , yP). Then using [3, p. 3041 
where the norms are over J&, . Now if l2; denotes the mesh region associated 
with the square of sides KIUl , then 
[w(P)] < K12 * K12 ’ 0, * 02 id1 + 7d4) *{II Wx3ll +I w,,Il> (9) 
where the norms in (9) are over l&, and K1 - K2 is the total number of reflections 
of ~2~ to make-up the region 1;2; .
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